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This report describes the design and 
implementation of a Bangla tagged lexicon. The 
resulting lexicon contains 144,770 entries, out of 
which 58,145 are verbs. The tags used in the lexicon 





This report describes the design and 
implementation of a Bangla tagged lexicon. The 
original lexicon developed at CRBLP was a simple 
word list primarily for use in a spelling checker. As we 
started adding context handling to our spelling 
checker, we needed more information such as the POS 
tag, along with other lexical features, and needed to 
develop a tagged lexicon. There are a few major 
design choices:  
1. Tagset: the choice of the primary tagset must 
be made reasonably end application-neutral. 
We chose to use the tagset developed at 
CRBLP in Q3/2006, which is heavily 
influenced the Penn Treebank tagset 
(Santorini, 1990; Marcus, Santorini, and 
Marcinkiewicz, 1993; Marcus et. al, 1994). 
2. Depth vs. breadth: This is of course the 
classical tradeoff of whether to incrementally 
tag a large word list, adding tag depth at each 
step, or to create a deeply tagged lexicon 
word at a time. We chose breadth over depth, 
as the end user applications being developed 
at CRBLP requires a larger word list first, and 
then tag depth. 
We are also experimenting with automated part of 
speech tagging to extend the current lexicon using a 
newspaper corpus, but that work is still in its infancy. 
Eventually, we will use the currently tagged lexicon to 
bootstrap a new one by tagging a corpus, and then 
extracting the lexicon from it. 
The following sections describe the tagset that we 
are using (reproduced here from a previous report 
submitted as part of our 3Q06 deliverables), followed 
by a discussion on how we selected the words in the 
list, and process that we followed to tag the words. 
 
 
2. Bangla tagset 
 
# Level 1 Level 2 Tag Examples 
1  oun Proper NNP , 	
 
2  Common NNC 	, 	 
3  Verbal NNV 	, 		, 	, 		 
4  Temporal NNT 





5 Pronoun First Person PR1 , 	 
6  Second Person PR2 , 		, 	 
7  Third Person PR3 , , 		, 		 
8  .on Person PRN , , 
	, ,  
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# Level 1 Level 2 Tag Examples 
9  Creditable PRC 
, , , 		, 
		, 		 
10  Insignificant PRD , 		,  
11  Possessive PR$ 
	, 		, 	, 	, 
		, , 	, 	 
12  TO Pronoun PRTO 
	, 		, 	, 	, 
	, 	 
13 Adjective Simple AJ 
 , 	, , !", !", 
!" 
14 Verb First Person VB1 




15  Second Person VB2 
, #, #, #, 
#, 	 
16  Third Person VB3 
, #, #, , 
#, #, 	, $, 
%	 
17  .on Person VBN , 	 
18  Creditable VBC 
, #, #, , 
#, #, 
 
19  Insignificant VBD &, #, #, 	 
20  Infinite VBIF , , 	 
21 Adverb Adverb AV ', (, ), , *	
 





23  Subordinating CS 	,  
24 Inflectors AT ICAT +, ,  
25  BY ICBY 
+,  (--
	-/NNC+ICBY  
	 %	% %#) 
26  Plural ICS 	, +	, ., / 
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# Level 1 Level 2 Tag Examples 
27  TO ICTO , , +, ,  
28  Possessive IC$ +,  
29  Determinative ICDT -	, - 
30  Adverbial ICAV  
31  Definitive ICDF  
32 Postposition Common PP 0		, 12, %, %, , 
33  Possessive PP$ 3, 4, 4	 
34 Interjection Interjection UH 
	5!, 5! %	! 







36  Infinite IDIF  
37 Particle Particle PT , 	, 	, , 
- 
38 Onomatopes Onomatopes ON --, , 7	 7	 
39 Cardinal Cardinal CD +, 8, 9, : 
40 Determiner Singular DT +-, -,  





	, +, <, # 
42  Predeterminer DTP 
+/DTP /DTI, 
	/DTP #/DTI 
43 Symbol Symbol SYM 
=
>	 
	 	? 	 
4@ 





Punctuation | |, ?, ! 
46 Comma Comma , , 
47 
Colon, Semi-
colon Colon, Semi-colon : :, ; 
48 Bracket Left Bracket ( ( [ 
49  Right Bracket ) ) ] 
50 Quotation Opening Single Quote ' ` 
51  Closing Single Quote ' ' 
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# Level 1 Level 2 Tag Examples 
52  Opening Double Quote " " 
53   Closing Double Quote " " 
 
A sample text tagged with the tagset is shown below. 
 
A J
/  D	-D	/N N C +I C $ 
	/N N C  
G-/V B I F  H	
)	/A J  	/N N C  /C C  

2	4/N N C  /N N C  I	 
/N N C +I C $ 
/N N C +I C A T  J)	/A J  8 
/C D  /N N C  
+/N N P  /C C  	/N N P  
/N N P +I C $  %	4
-	)	/A J  K	/N N C  
2	/N N C +I C A T  	/N N C  %L/V B 3  
	/N N C +I C $  )3/P P $ +I C D F |/|  
	/N N P  /N N P  	)	/A J  K	/N N C  
N/N N P  /N N P  	/N N T  
	/N N P  
8/N N C +I C A T  
+/N N P +I C $  
%	4
/N N C  /C C  O	/A J  	P/N N C  
N/N N P  	Q	/N N P  *R	 /N N P +I C T O  
-S	/N N C   /V B I F 	 
/N N T +I C $ )3/P P $ +I C D F 	/N N C +I
C A T  
/V B I F  T%/N N C +I C $  ,	 /N N C  
		/V B C  |/|  	Q	 /N N P  *R	 /N N P +I C A V  

	
 /N N C +I C A T 	#/V B C ,/, 
	 N N C I C A T/ +  
/V B I F  JV/A J  
/P R C +I C A V |/|  8 /N N C +I C A T  

)	/A J  /N N C +I C A T  
=
W/N N C +I C $  6//N N C  /C C   O	 /N N C  
W/A V  
/V B C |/|  * /D T I 	/N N C  1, 
/A J  
	 /N N C  XS/N N C +I C A T 
- 
/N N C +I C D T   		 V B C/ |/| 
 
	/N N C I C A T+ 
/V B I F 8/C D /N N
C +I C $ JV/N N C 4RY	Z/A J %	/V B 3  
/N N C +I C $ 
*Q/A J '/N N C +I C $ 	
/N N C +I C $ )3/P P $ '/N N C +I C $  
*	
/N N C 7	/V B I F 	L/V B 3 |/| 

*Q/A J 	[/A J /N N C  

-/N N C +I C D T +I C T O  
	4/A J  

/V B I F 	/N N C 	# V B 3/ |/| 
 

3/I D  +/D T I  
O	/N N C +I C $  
)3/P P $ +I C D F  /N N T  

	/N N P  9/C D  
	
/N N P  
+/N N P  /C C  	/P R $  
	/N N C +I C S  	/N N C  #/V B 3  ‘/’ *	-/ 
A J 
^
/A J  ‘/ 
/N N C  |/| 
-/N N C +I C D T +I C T O  
	)/A J  
/N N C  	/N N P  / N N P 	/N N C  
# V B/ 3  ‘/’ 		/A J  
/N N C  ‘/ %
/P P  |/| 
4	/A J  	[/A J  -/N N C  
/N N C +I C A T  8/C D  /N N C +I C $  
)3/P P $  _		/N N C  4`	 N N C I C $/ +   
 
)3/P P $  /P R C  /N N T +I C $  
+/D T I  G-	/N N C +I C T O  	;2R/2/N N C  
%
/P P +I C D F  7# V B C/  |/| 
 
3. Word-list selection 
 
The first decision that we had to wrestle with was 
how to select the proper word list to start with. The 
lack of balanced corpus made it difficult to use the 
frequency metric to select the set, so we used a 
combination of “native-speaker instinct”, head-words 
from official dictionary, and frequency distribution 
from a newspaper corpus to select 86,625 non-verb 
entries. The verbs were generated from 900 verb roots, 




This report presents a Bangla tagged lexicon with 
144,770 entries, out of which 58,145 are verbs. Each 
verb is tagged to level 3, while 2nd level tagging is 
underway for the other categories. The lexicon is now 
used to provide the contextual information in addition 
to the word entries to the CRBLP spelling checker, as 
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